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We investigate the general monogamy and polygamy relations satisfied by quantum correlation
measures. We show that there exist two real numbers α and β such that for any quantum correlation
measure Q, Qx is monogamous if x ≥ α and polygamous if 0 < x ≤ β for a given multipartite state
ρ. For β < x < α, we show that the monogamy relation can be super-activated by finite m copies
ρ⊗m of ρ for non-additive correlation measures. As detailed example, we use the negativity as the
quantum correlation measure to illustrate such super activation of monogamy properties. A tighter
monogamy relation is presented at last.

PACS numbers:

INTRODUCTION

Quantum mechanically the more a two-level system is
entangled with another two-level system, the less it can
be entangled with a third one [1]. This behavior, known
as entanglement monogamy, has also been found in larg-
er systems [2–7]. Monogamy of entanglement is one of
the non-intuitive phenomena of quantum physics that
distinguish it from classical physics. Classically, three
random bits can be maximally correlated. However, it is
not possible to prepare three qubits in a way that any
two qubits are maximally entangled [1], i.e., a quantum
system entangled with one of other subsystems limits it-
s entanglement with the remaining ones. Moreover, the
monogamy property has emerged as the ingredient in the
security analysis of quantum key distribution [8].

The monogamy of entanglement has fundamental im-
plications in some quantum information processing. For
example, the lack of monogamy is considered a huge ob-
stacle to the implementation of quantum cryptography
[9, 10]. It also plays roles in detecting phases in many-
body physics [11, 12], and provides information that may
help us to understand the mysterious behavior of black
holes [13]. Moreover, the monogamy of quantum corre-
lation is essential for proving that asymptotic cloning is
equivalent to state estimation [14] and making quantum
key distribution secure [15].

For a tripartite system A, B and C, the usual
monogamy of a quantum correlation measure Q implies
that the correlation QA|BC between A and BC satisfies
the following inequality,

QA|BC ≥ QAB +QAC , (1)

where QAB (QAC) stands for the correlation between sys-
tems A and B (C) of the corresponding reduced bipartite
system. Inequality (1) was originally proven for arbitrary
three-qubit states, adopting the squared concurrence C2

as the correlation (entanglement) measure [1]. Varia-
tions of the CKW inequality and its generalizations to

N -partite systems have been presented for a number of
entanglement measures in discrete as well as continuous
variable systems [16–23].

Dually, the polygamy relation is quantitatively de-
scribed by

QA|BC ≤ QAB +QAC . (2)

Recently, polygamy inequalities have been given for mul-
tiqubit systems under various entanglement measures
[24–28]. The monogamy and polygamy inequalities are
also proposed in terms of non-negative power of various
entanglement measures [19–21]. And a generalization of
the polygamy constraint of multipartite entanglement in
arbitrary dimensional quantum systems has been given
in [22].

It has been shown that the concurrence, negativity and
tangle adopt monogamy relations for multiqubit systems
[17, 29–31]. However, it is still unclear for high dimen-
sional systems. It has been shown that the entanglement
of assistance and the entanglement of assistance associ-
ated with the Tsallis-q entropy are polygamous for any
multipartite systems [23, 24, 32, 33]. The concurrence
of assistance, tangle of assistance and negativity of assis-
tance are proved to be polygamous only for multiqubit
systems [30, 34, 35]. The polygamy problem for other en-
tanglement measures remains open for high dimensional
systems.

Due the importance of monogamy relations, it is also
interesting to ask whether the monogamy property of a
quantum state can be super-activated. Namely, if ρ does
not satisfy monogamous relations with respect to some
correlation measure, can the many copy state ρ⊗ρ · · ·⊗ρ
be monogamous?

In this paper, we study the monogamy and polygamy
relations for general quantum correlation measures. We
show that there always exist two real numbers α and β for
any quantum correlation measures and any given quan-
tum states: Qx is monogamous if x ≥ α and polygamous
if 0 < x ≤ β. For β < x < α, we find that the monogamy
property depends not only on the quantum state, the
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quantum correlation measure, the power of the quantum
corrlation measure, but also on the number of copies of
the state. The phenomena is similar to the non-locality
revealed by the violation of Bell inequalities. For some
bipartite states that admit local hidden variable model-
s, their non-locality can be super activated by m copies
of the states [36]. Here we show that for a state which
does not admit monogamous relations, the m copies of
the state could satisfy monogamous relations. We use the
negativity as the quantum correlation measure to illus-
trate such super activation of monogamy properties. We
also present the definition of regularized quantum cor-
relation measures and show that almost all regularized
quantum correlation measures satisfy the monogamy re-
lations, except for the measures which are additive. We
give a tighter monogamy relation at last and generalize
it to multipartite case.

Throughout this paper, Q(ρA|B1B2,··· ,BN−1
) denotes

the quantum correlation of the state ρAB1B2,··· ,BN−1

under bipartite partition A and B1B2, · · · , BN−1.
For simplicity, we denote Q(ρABi

) by QABi
, and

Q(ρA|B1B2,··· ,BN−1
) by QA|B1B2,··· ,BN−1

.

MONOGAMY AND POLYGAMY RELATIONS
FOR QUANTUM CORRELATION MEASURES

[Theorem 1]. Let Q be a continuous measure of quan-
tum correlation. For any tripartite state ρABC in discrete
finite dimensional Hilbert space, there exist real numbers
α and β such that

(1) if x ≥ α, then Qx is monogamous,

QxA|BC ≥ Q
x
AB +QxAC , (3)

(2) if 0 < y ≤ β, then Qy is polygamous,

QyA|BC ≤ Q
y
AB +QyAC . (4)

[Proof]. As Q is a measure of quantum correlation, it is
non-increasing under partial trace. Therefore, QA|BC ≥
max{QAB , QAC} for any state ρABC . If QA|BC = 0, the
result is obvious. Therefore, we assume QA|BC > 0 and
set x1 = QAB/QA|BC , x2 = QAC/QA|BC . Clearly, there
exists γ such that

xγ1 + xγ2 ≤ 1, (5)

since x1 and x2 decrease when γ increases. Let
f(ρABC) be the smallest value of γ that saturates the
inequality (5). As Q is continuous, we obtain α =
supρABC

f(ρABC), which proves the case 1 of Theorem
1.

On the other hand, there always exists δ ≥ 0 such that

xδ1 + xδ2 ≥ 1, (6)

since x1 and x2 increase when δ decreases. Let g(ρABC)
be the largest value of δ that saturates the inequality (6).

As Q is continuous, we obtain β = infρABC
g(ρABC) > 0,

which proves the case 2 of Theorem 1.

Note that the monogamy relation satisfied by Qα re-
mains for larger power than α [17], i.e. QαA|BC ≥
QαAB + QαAC implies that QηA|BC ≥ QηAB + QηAC for any

η ≥ α. This power α depends on the correlation measure
Q and the dimension of the system [37]. Generally, it is
hard to compute, especially for higher dimensional sys-
tems. The case 1 of Theorem 1 indicates that almost any
correlation measures can give rise to monogamous rela-
tions for sufficient larger α. Similarly, the polygamy re-
lation of Qβ can be preserved for smaller power [38], i.e.,

QβA|BC ≤ Q
β
AB+QβAC implies that QθA|BC ≤ Q

θ
AB+QθAC

for any 0 ≤ θ ≤ β. The polygamy power β also depends
on the measure Q. The monogamy power α is a dual
concept of the polygamy power β. They both reflect the
shareability of the correlations Q among the subsystems.
In the following, we consider the monogamy relation of
Qx for β ≤ x ≤ α.

SUPER-ACTIVATION OF MONOGAMY
RELATIONS

Monogamy characterizes the distribution of quantum
correlations, which depends on the quantum states, the
quantum correlation measure Q, the dimension of the
system, and the power x in the quantum correlation mea-
sure Qx. In [17, 20, 39, 40] the monogamy relations are
established for x ≥ 2 in multiqubit systems for concur-
rence and negativity, while for x ≥

√
2 for the entangle-

ment of formation. However, it has been proved that the
monogamy inequality fails for some three-qutrite quan-
tum states under the squared concurrence.

From Theorem 1 it is obvious that there exist states ρ
such that for β ≤ x ≤ α, Qx does not satisfy a monogamy
relation. To investigate the monogamy property for such
states, we define, from the inequality (1), the residual
quantum correlation as, R(ρABC) = QA|BC−QAB−QAC
for tripartite case. Such residual correlation increases
when Q is replaced by Qx and x increases [20, 41], a fact
that can be also deduced from Theorem 1. In other word-
s, the residual quantum correlation R can be changed
from negative to positive by varying x. This fact enables
the super activation of monogamy relations, similar to
super activation of non-locality [36]: a state ρABC does
not satisfy the monogamy relation, while the state ρ⊗mABC
is monogamous, i.e., R(ρ⊗mABC) ≥ 0 while R(ρABC) ≤ 0
for some m > 1.

Here, ρ⊗mA1A2...An
= ρA11A12...A1mA21...A2m...An1...Anm

,
Aij denotes the i-th party of the j-th copy of ρA1A2...An

.
From the definition of the residual quantum corre-
lation, one get R(n)(ρ⊗mA1A2...An

) = Q(ρ⊗mA1|A2...An
) −∑n

i=2Q(ρ⊗mA1Ai
), where ρ⊗mA1Ai

= ρA11...A1mAi1...Aim =
trA21...A(i−1)mA(i+1)1...Anm

(ρA11A12...A1mA21...A2m...An1...Anm
),
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Q(ρ⊗mA1|A2...An
) = Q(ρA11A12...A1m|A21...A2m...An1...Anm

)

denotes the quantum correlation between the first party
and the rest ones after the m copies of ρA1A2...An , i.e.,
the quantum correlations between A1 and Ā1, view
A11A12...A1m and A21...A2m...An1...Anm as A1 and Ā1,
respectively, and Q(ρ⊗mA1Ai

) = Q(ρA11...A1m|Ai1...Aim
) is

the quantum correlation of the first party and the i-th
party.

In the following, we consider the quantum correlation
measures that are nonadditive. If a measure of quantum
correlation is additive, i.e., Q(ρ⊗δ) = Q(ρ)+Q(δ), then a
non-monogamous state can not be changed to monogamy
one by super-activation. We have the following result on
super-activation of monogamy relations.

[Theorem 2]. Let Q be a continuous measure of quan-
tum correlation. For any state ρABC that Qx does not
satisfy the monogamy relation (3) for β ≤ x ≤ α, there
always exists a positive integer m such that

Q(ρ⊗mA|BC) ≥ Q(ρ⊗mAB ) +Q(ρ⊗mAC ). (7)

[Proof]. For any state ρAB of the composite sys-
tems A and B with eigenvalues λi and the corre-
sponding eigenstates |i〉, let us introduce a third sys-
tem B′ such that |ψ〉 =

∑
i

√
λi|i〉|̂i〉 is a pure state

of the tripartite system ABB′, with orthonormal ba-
sis |̂i〉 of B′. Then ρAB = trB′ |ψ〉〈ψ|, where trB′ is
the partial trace over B′. As trB′ is a local opera-
tion performed on B′, Q(ρAB) ≤ Q(|ψ〉〈ψ|). Since
ρA = trBB′ |ψ〉〈ψ| = trBρAB , the Schmidt coefficients
of |ψ〉 are

√
λi(ρA). Hence, the quantum correlation

has the form, Q(|ψ〉〈ψ|) = f(~λ(ρA)), where f is a

function of ~λ(ρA) given by the nonzero eigenvalues of
the state ρA. Thus, Q(ρAB) depends on ρA only and

Q(ρAB) ≤ f(~λ(ρA)). Therefore, there exists a positive

number 0 ≤ L ≤ 1 such that Q(ρAB) = Lf(~λ(ρA)), and

Qk(ρAB) = Lkfk(~λ(ρA)) = g(~λk(ρA)), where k is a pos-

itive integer, ~λk(ρA) = (λk1(ρA), ..., λkrA(ρA)), and g is a
function of λki (ρA), i = 1, 2, ..., rA, rA is the rank of the
reduced density matrix ρA. Let us now consider ρ⊗mAB .
Since the eigenvalues of ρ⊗mAB are {λmi }, i = 1, 2, ..., rAB ,
rAB is the rank of density matrix ρAB , which are the el-
ements of the function Qm(ρAB). Using the Theorem 1,
we have that there always exits a positive integer m such
that the inequality (7) holds.

As an example let us consider the three qubits W s-
tate, |W 〉ABC = 1√

3
(|100〉 + |010〉 + |001〉), which does

not satisfy the usual monogamy relation (1) [19, 20].
We consider the super activation of monogamy relations
for W states under the entanglement measure negativ-
ity. Given a bipartite state ρAB , the negativity is de-
fined by [42], N(ρAB) = (||ρTA

AB || − 1)/2, where ρTA

AB is
the partial transpose with respect to the subsystem A,
||X|| denotes the trace norm of X, i.e ||X|| = Tr

√
XX†.

Negativity is a computable measure of entanglemen-
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FIG. 1: Solid (red) line is the negativity Nc of |W 〉⊗m
ABC ,

dashed (blue) line is the sum of the negativity Nc of ρ⊗m
AB

and ρ⊗m
AC .

t, and is a convex function of ρAB . For any bipar-
tite pure state |ψ〉AB in d ⊗ d′ (d ≤ d′) quantum sys-

tem with Schmidt decomposition |ψ〉AB =
∑d−1
i=0

√
λi|ii〉,

λi ≥ 0,
∑d−1
i=0 λi = 1, the negativity N(ρAB) is given by

N(|ψ〉AB) = 2
∑
i<j

√
λiλj = (Tr

√
ρA)2−1, where λi are

the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix of |ψ〉AB .
For a mixed state ρAB , the convex-roof of entanglement
negativity (CREN) is defined by

Nc(ρAB) = min
∑
i

piN(|ψi〉AB), (8)

where the minimum is taken over all possible pure state
decompositions {pi, |ψi〉AB} of ρAB . From [30, 43], Nx

c

satisfies the monogamy relation if x ≥ 2 for states in
2 ⊗ 2 ⊗ 2n systems. It is easy to get that x = 2 for the
W -class states [19, 20]. And Nc (the case x = 1) itself is
not monogamous for the W states. Consider m copies of

the W states. We have Nc(|W 〉⊗mA|BC) = 1
2 [(1+ 4

√
2

3 )m−1],

Nc(ρ
⊗m
AB ) = Nc(ρ

⊗m
AC ) = 1

2 [(1 + 4
3 )m − 1], where ρAB and

ρAC are the reduced states of |W 〉ABC . The relation
between Nc(|W 〉⊗mA|BC) and the summation of Nc(ρ

⊗m
AB )

and Nc(ρ
⊗m
AC ) is shown in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1 one can

see that |W 〉⊗mABC satisfy the monogamy inequality for
m > 3.

Similar to violation of Bell inequalities, which can be
enhanced by super-activation, the monogamy relations
can be also super-activated. The monogamy relation sat-
isfied by the x-th power of a quantum correlation mea-
sure Q can be revealed by finite copies of a state for
β < x < α. We can define the regularized quantum cor-
relation measure of Q as Q∞(ρ) = limm→∞

1
mQ(ρ⊗m).

Thus, from the conclusion of Theorem 2, it is easy to get
Q∞(ρA|BC) ≥ Q∞(ρAB) +Q∞(ρAC).

It is clear that monogamy is a property of both the
quantum state and quantum correlation measure. From
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the results of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, the monogamy
relation may also depend on the power of the correla-
tion measure and the number of copies. However, not all
quantum correlation measures are able to make a quan-
tum state from being non-monogamous to monogamous
by finite copies, such as any quantum correlation mea-
sures satisfying the property of additivity, Q(ρ⊗m) =
mQ(ρ). Moreover, there are special classes of states,
which are always monogamous for any quantum corre-
lation measures. For example, the generalized n-partite
GHZ-class state admitting the multipartite Schmidt de-
composition [44, 45], |ψ〉A1A2···An =

∑
i=1 λi|i1〉 ⊗ |i2〉 ⊗

· · · ⊗ |in〉,
∑
i λ

2
i = 1, λi > 0, for which we always

have E(|ψ〉A1|A2···An
) > 0, while E(ρA1Ai

) = 0 for al-
l i = 2, · · · , n, for any quantum entanglement measures
E.

Remark. In Ref. [36], the authors have shown that
quantum nonlocality can be super-activated. For some
bipartite states that admit local hidden variable models,
their non-locality can be super-activated by copies of the
states. There are quantum states whose Bell violations
can be arbitrarily enlarged by increasing the dimensions.
Similarly, for super-activation of monogamy relations, by
increasing the number m of the copies, the monogamy
relations can be always super-activated for non-additive
quantum correlation, e.g, under the regularized quantum
correlation measure. From Fig. 1, one sees that the
residual correlation can be made arbitrarily large by in-
creasing the number of copies.

SUPER ACTIVATION OF MONOGAMY
RELATIONS FOR MULTIPARTITE SYSTEMS

Theorem 1 can be generalized to the multipartite sys-
tems. For any n-partite state ρA1A2···An , one can view
A1, A2 and A3 · · ·An as A, B and C, respectively, in
Theorem 1. Then by partitioning the last system C in-
to two subsystems A3 and A4 · · ·An, one can apply the
Theorem1 repeatedly. We have the following result.

[Theorem 3]. Let Q be a continuous measure of quan-
tum correlation. For any state ρA1A2···An , there exist real
numbers α and β such that

(1) if x ≥ α, then Qx is monogamous,

QxA1|A2···An
≥

n∑
j=2

QxA1Aj
; (9)

(2) if 0 < y ≤ β, then Qy is polygamous,

QyA1|A2···An
≤

n∑
j=2

QyA1Aj
. (10)

Similarly concerning the Theorem 2, we have for mul-
tipartite system:

[Theorem 4]. Let Q be a continuous measure of quan-
tum correlation. For any state ρA1A2···An

that Qx does
not satisfy the monogamy relation (9) for β ≤ x ≤ α,
there always exists a positive integer m such that

Q(ρ⊗mA1|A2···An
) ≥

n∑
j=2

Q(ρ⊗mA1Aj
). (11)

Let us consider the entanglement measure nega-
tivity Nc, and a class of n-qudit quantum states
|W d

n〉A1···An
=
∑d−1
i=1 (a1i|i0 · · · 0〉+· · ·+ani|00 · · · i〉), with∑n

s=1

∑d−1
i=1 |asi|2 = 1. First, we prove the negativity Nc

of |W d
n〉A1A2···An does not satisfy the usual monogamy

inequality (1). Then, we find the positive integer m such
that the monogamy relation for |W d

n〉⊗mA1A2···An
is estab-

lished.
The reduced density matrix ρA1

of |W d
n〉A1A2···An

with
respect to the subsystem A1 is given by

ρA1
= TrA2···An

(|W d
n〉A1A2···An

〈W d
n |)

=

d−1∑
i,j=1

a1ia1j∗ |i〉A1
〈j|+ Ω1|0〉A1

〈0|, (12)

where Ω1 =
∑n
s=2

∑d−1
i=1 |asi|2 = 1 −

∑d−1
j=1 |a1j |2. From

the definition of the negativity and Eq. (12), we have

Nc(|W d
n〉A1|A2···An

) = (Tr
√
ρA1)2 − 1

= 2
√

(1− Ω1)Ω1. (13)

The two-qudit reduced density matrix ρA1A2
of

|W d
n〉A1A2···An

, similar for ρA1As
), s = 2, · · · , n, is giv-

en by

ρA1A2 = TrA3···An(|W d
n〉A1A2···An〈W d

n |)

=

d−1∑
i,j=1

(a1ia1j∗ |i0〉A1A2
〈j0|+ a1ia2j∗ |i0〉A1A2

〈0j|

+a2ia1j∗ |0i〉A1A2
〈j0|+ a2ia2j∗ |0i〉A1A2

〈0j|)
+Ω2|00〉A1A2

〈00|, (14)

where Ω2 = 1−
∑d−1
j=1(|a1j |2+|a2j |2). Note that, by using

the following two un-normalized states

|x̂〉A1A2
=

d−1∑
i=1

(a1i|i0〉A1A2
+ a2i|0i〉A1A2

),

|ŷ〉A1A2 =
√

Ω2|00〉A1A2 , (15)

ρA1A2
in Eq. (14) can be represented as

ρA1A2
= |x̂〉A1A2

〈x̂|+ |ŷ〉A1A2
〈ŷ|. (16)

For any pure state decomposition

ρA1A2
=
∑
h

|φ̂h〉A1A2
〈φ̂h|, (17)
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where |φ̂h〉A1A2 is an un-normalized state in two-qudit
subsystem A1A2, there exists a unitary matrix u with
entries uhl such that

|φ̂h〉A1A2
= uh1|x̂〉A1A2

+ uh2|ŷ〉A1A2
, (18)

for each h. For the normalized state |φh〉A1A2
=

|φ̂h〉A1A2
/
√
ph with ph = |〈φ̂h|φ̂h〉|, the pure state nega-

tivity is give by

Nc(|φh〉A1A2
) =

2

ph
|uh2|2

√
(1− Ω1)(Ω1 − Ω2)

=
2

ph
|uh2|2

√√√√(1− Ω1)

d−1∑
i=1

|a2i|2 (19)

for each h.
From Eq. (8) and Eq. (19), we have

Nc(ρA1A2
) = min

{ph,|φh〉}

∑
h

phNc(|φh〉)A1A2

= min
{ph,|φh〉}

∑
h

2|uh2|2

√√√√(1− Ω1)

d−1∑
i=1

|a2i|2

= 2

√√√√(1− Ω1)

d−1∑
i=1

|a2i|2, (20)

where the last equality is due to the choice of uh2 from
the unitary matrix u. Here we note that the minimum
average of the CREN in Eq. (20) does not depend on the
choice of the pure state decomposition of ρA1A2 , which
simplifies the minimization problem.

By using an analogous method, we have

Nc(ρA1As
) = 2

√√√√(1− Ω1)

d−1∑
i=1

|asi|2, (21)

for each s = 2, · · · , n.
From Eq. (13) and Eq. (21), one can easily obtain

that Nc(|W d
n〉A1|A2···An

) ≤
∑n
s=2Nc(ρA1As

). Therefore,

Nc is not monogamous for the state |W d
n〉A1A2···An

.
Now let us consider m copies of the s-

tate |W d
n〉A1A2···An

, |W d
n〉⊗mA1A2···An

. We get

Nc(|W d
n〉⊗mA1|A2···An

) = 1
2

[
(1 + 4

√
(1− Ω1)Ω1)m − 1

]
,

and Nc(ρ
⊗m
A1As

) = 1
2

[
(1 + 4

√
(1− Ω1)

∑d−1
i=1 |asi|2)m − 1

]
for s = 2, · · · , n. Since 1 + 4

√
(1− Ω1)Ω1 >

1 + 4
√

(1− Ω1)
∑d−1
i=1 |asi|2 > 1, s = 2, · · · , n, it

is always possible to choose some positive integer
m such that the monogamy relation holds. For ex-
ample, let d = 2, n = 5, a11 = · · · = a51 = 1√

5
.

Then Nc(|W 2
5 〉⊗mA1|A2···A5

) = 1
2 [( 13

5 )m − 1], and

Nc(ρ
⊗m
A1As

) = 1
2 [( 9

5 )m − 1] for s = 2, · · · , 5. It is
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FIG. 2: Solid (red) line is the negativity Nc(|W 2
5 〉A1|A2···A5

),
dashed (blue) line is the summation of negativity of ρA1As ,
s = 2, · · · , 5.

easy to prove that the monogamy relation is satisfied for
m ≥ 4, see Fig. 2.

To illustrate the relations among the super-activation
of monogamy property, the number m of the copies and
the number n of the subsystems, let us consider the
case aij = 1√

nd
, i = 1, 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2, ..., d. We

have Nc(|W d
n〉⊗mA1|A2···An

) = 1
2 [(1 + 4

√
n−1
n )m − 1], and

Nc(ρ
⊗m
A1As

) = 1
2 [(1+ 4

n )m−1] for each s = 2, · · · , n. There-

fore, Nc(|W d
n〉⊗mA1|A2···An

) −
∑n
s=2Nc(ρ

⊗m
A1As

) = 1
2 [(1 +

4
√
n−1
n )m − (n − 1)(1 + 4

n )m + n − 2] ≡ f(n,m). Fig.
3 shows that to keep f(n,m) ≥ 0, with the increase
of the number n of subsystems, the number m of the
copies should also increase. When n tends to infinity,
f(n,m) is 0 for any m. And if m is sufficiently large, the
monogamy relation is always satisfied. Here, from the
conclusion of Theorem 2, the regularized quantum cor-
relation measure always satisfies the monogamy relation,
Q∞(ρ⊗mA1|A2···An

) ≥
∑
j=2Q

∞(ρ⊗mA1Aj
).

TIGHTER MONOGAMY RELATION OF
MULTIPARTITE SYSTEMS

In the following, we show that these monogamy in-
equalities satisfied by the quantum correlation measures
can be further refined and become tighter.

[Theorem 5]. Let Q be a continuous measure of
quantum correlation. For any tripartite state ρABC , if
QAB ≥ QAC , then for any real mumber s ≥ 1, we have

QtA|BC ≥ Q
t
AB + (2s − 1)QtAC , (22)

where t = sα, where α is given in Theorem 1.
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FIG. 3: m is the number of the copies; n is the number of
the subsystems; z represents the value of the function f(n,m)
(red surface). The blue surface is zero plane of z.

[Proof]. By using the inequality (1+t)x ≥ 1+(2x−1)tx,
0 ≤ t ≤ 1, x ∈ [1,∞), we have

QxsA|BC ≥ (QxAB +QxAC)s

= QxsAB

(
1 +

QxAC
QxAB

)s
≥ QxsAB

[
1 + (2s − 1)

(
QxAC
QxAB

)s]
= QxsAB + (2s − 1)QxsAC .

As the subsystems A and B are equivalent in this case,
we have assumed that QAB ≥ QAC without loss of gen-
erality. Moreover, if QAB = 0, we have QAB = QAC = 0:
the lower bound becomes trivially zero.

Since for s ≥ 1, 2s − 1 ≥ 1, (22) in Theorem 5 gives
a tighter monogamy relation, with larger lower bounds,
than (3) in Theorem 1. For multipartite state, we can
also have a tighter monogamy relation.

[Theorem 6]. For multipartite state ρA1A2···An
∈

and a continuous measure Q of quantum correlation, if
QA1Ai

≥ QA1|Ai+1···An
for i = 2, · · · ,m, and QA1Aj

≤
QA1|Aj+1···An

for j = m+ 1, · · · , n− 1, ∀ 2 ≤ m ≤ n− 2,
n ≥ 4, we have

QtA1|A2···An
≥

QtA1A2
+ (2s − 1)QtA1A3

+ · · ·+ (2s − 1)m−2QtA1Am

+(2s − 1)m(QtA1Am+1
+ · · ·+QtA1An−1

)

+(2s − 1)m−1QtABn
(23)

for t = sα, s ≥ 1, with α given in Theorem 1.

[Proof]. From the inequality (22), we have

Qt
A1|A2···An

≥ Qt
A1A2

+ (2s − 1)Qt
A1|A3···An

≥ · · ·
≥ Qt

A1A2
+ (2s − 1)Qt

A1A3
+ · · ·+ (2s − 1)m−2Qt

A1Am

+ (2s − 1)m−1Qt
A1|Am+1···An

. (24)

Similarly, as QA1Aj
≤ QA1|Aj+1···An

for j = m +
1, · · · , n− 1, we get

QtA1|Am+1···An

≥ (2s − 1)QtA1Am+1
+QtA1Am+2···An

≥ (2s − 1)(QtA1Am+1
+ · · ·+QtA1An−1

)

+QtA1An
. (25)

Combining (24) and (25), we have Theorem 6.

CONCLUSION

Entanglement monogamy and polygamy are funda-
mental properties of quantum multipartite states. We
have studied the monogamy and polygamy relations re-
lated to general measures of quantum correlation. We
have shown that there always exist two real numbers
α and β for any non-additive quantum correlation mea-
sures and any given quantum state: Qx is monogamous
if x ≥ α and polygamous if 0 < x ≤ β.

For β < x < α, depending on the detailed quantum
correlation measures, quantum states may satisfy nei-
ther the monogamy nor the polygamy relations. How-
ever, similar to the non-locality revealed by the violation
of Bell inequalities, where for some bipartite states that
admit local hidden variable models, their non-locality can
super-activated by m copies of the states [36], we have
shown that for a state which does not admit monoga-
mous relations under Qx, β < x < α, the m copies of
the state could satisfy monogamous relations. We have
used the negativity as the quantum correlation measure
to illustrate such super-activation of monogamy prop-
erties. Concerning infinitely many copies we have the
regularized quantum correlation measures satisfying the
monogamy relations. A tighter monogamy relation has
also been given to any quantum correlation measures.
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